4-5 players. 10 mins to learn. 30 to play.
Welcome to the world of Corporate Raiders, where you are the CEO
of an aggressively growing company, looking to get filthy rich before
the end of the fiscal year!
In Corporate Raiders, there are a few companies on the table that
have more employees than they know what to do with. Each round
you’ll send your employees to visit these companies, in an effort to
steal their employees away and make you more money. Corporate
raiding has never been so easy!
But beware – You’re competing with other CEOs at the top of their
game. Ones who are fully prepared to make some enticing offers.
You’ll need greed to win. Now get out there and hustle!

Game goal
Like life, your goal is to end up with the most money.
This is done by collecting employees. At the end of the game we’ll
perform some, let’s call them “best practices,” and squeeze every
penny we can out of these employees.
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Game Contents
5 Order Cubes

40 Greed Tokens

5 sets of starting employee cards
(35 total). A single set contains:
• Manager (1x)
• Office drone (3x)
• Intern (1x)

10 Insider Trading tokens
$$

$
Manager

$
Office Drone

$
Office Drone

Office Drone

Intern

Interns have no greed in
them, bless their hearts.

4 Company Logo cards

$

5 expensive, extremelyhigh-quality, gold foil
ashtrays

100K

Portfolio Advisor

26 cards for Goldstein Incorporated
If you do not win the fight for
this card, gain 3 greed tokens
instead of the usual 2.

$

25K
Consultant

18 cards for Rubio Exchange
When played, all other CEOs
at your location must take
back 1 greed token from their
ashtray (if possible)

$

25K

Facilities Director

26 cards for Onyx Enterprises

When played,
look at all your cards in the
discard pile and in play. You
may remove 2 of those cards
from the current game.

$$

50K

Portfolio Advisor

20 cards for Silverman Securities

2

3

Game Setup
$$

$
Manager

Office Drone

2. Each CEO grabs an
order cube and sets it
near their deck.

5. Give each CEO 2 greed tokens.
6. Throw the rest of the tokens in the
center of the table to make a greed pile.

$

Then, take the company decks
and shuffle each deck separately.
Do not mix cards from different
companies.
Place 13 cards from each
company deck facedown on the
proper company logo card to
create these companies. Put the
remaining cards back in the box.
In a 4 player game, randomly put
one company deck back in the
game box.
4. Place your ashtray in front of
your play area, close to the center
of the table, and put your two
Insider Trading tokens next to it

Intern

Interns have no greed in
them, bless their hearts.

Center
Table

Office Drone

3. Place the 4 Company Logo
cards in the center of the table.

4

$
Office Drone

Player
Area

1. Each CEO takes a set
of 5 starting employee
cards, shuffles them, and
places them facedown
in front of them to create
their deck.
These 5 starting cards are
• Manager (1x)
• Office drone (3x)
• Intern (1x)

Game Setup

3
2
1

6
4
Play
area

5
Discard
pile

Hand
5

Round Outline
Note: If this is your first time playing, concepts that can be glanced over for now will have a
“(page #)” next to them. These will be explained in detail later, when the time is right.

1. Draw 3 employee
cards (page 8) from your
deck to form your hand.

1
$$

Note: If you ever need to
draw but there are no cards in
your deck, shuffle your discard
pile and place it facedown in
your deck area. Then continue
drawing.

$
Office Drone
Manager

Intern

Interns have no greed in
them, bless their hearts.

$

25K

$

When played,

When played, all other CEOs

look at all your cards in the

ashtray (if possible)

from the current game.
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$$
100K

50K

Portfolio Advisor

Portfolio Advisor

instead of the usual 2.

4

4. CEOs may add/remove as many
greed tokens as they like onto their
ashtray (page 9).
5. When all CEOs are ready,
everyone reveals their order cube
at the same time.

6

5

Office Drone
Intern

Interns have no greed in

9

them, bless their hearts.

9. All CEOs discard all
their cards in hand and
in play, faceup, to the
discard pile.

If you do not win the fight for

3

$
Manager

8. Any CEOs that did
not gain cards this round
will gain 2 greed tokens
(page 9).

this card, gain 3 greed tokens

3. Each CEO secretly sets their
order cube (page 10).

$$

back 1 greed token from their

may remove 2 of those cards

$

Any employee cards
gained at this point will be
put into the discard pile of
the winning CEO, faceup.

6

at your location must take

discard pile and in play. You

2. Reveal the top card of each
company in the center of the
table

6. Resolve the order
cubes. Insider Trading
resolves first (page 11),
then Visits (page 10).

7. If no CEOs visited a
company, the top card at
that company goes back
into the game box.

25K
Consultant

Facilities Director

Round Outline

Remember: If you ever need to draw and you don’t have enough cards, shuffle your
discard pile and place it facedown in your deck area. Then continue drawing.

$
$
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Employee Cards
Employees are all represented as cards, and your employees work for you. During the game
employees visit other companies (page 10) at the center of the table in an effort to steal those
employees to your side!
They do this by combining their greed. When multiple CEOs send employees to visit the same
company, the CEO with the most greed at that location wins the employee at that company.
At the end of the game, you’ll add up all the money in the top right corner of all the employees
you have Employees are the only way to make money, so pay attention to how much you’re
bringing in!

Greed Tokens
Greed tokens are one-timeuse tokens that allow you to
increase your greed during a
single round.
Each greed token provides +1
greed
You gain 2 greed tokens each
time you lose the fight for an
employee card.

Note: If one of your employees is ever “removed,” it is gone from the game entirely and will not
counts as yours any longer.

Spending Greed Tokens

Each greed symbol
adds 1 greed to your
total greed that round.

$$

25K

Miserly Investor

Add this amount of
money to your total
cash at the end of the
game.

To spend greed tokens, you
may put as many as you’d like
on your ashtray, before order
cubes are revealed (page 10).
These tokens will be lost when
they are played.

$

Greed tokens are not worth
any money at the end of the
game, so be sure to use them
before the end of the game!
Some employees have
a special power which
activate when played
from hand.
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Note: Placing greed tokens is a completely fluid process (if someone adds some
tokens, you can respond by adding or removing yours). Once things start to
stabilize, everyone must agree that they’re ready before the order cubes are revealed.
While in play, all your interns
get +2 greed this round.

When order cubes are revealed, all greed tokens are locked in for the round.
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The Order Cube
The order cube is how decisions get made about which company you want to steal employees
from.

The Order Cube
Insider Trading

Each round, all CEOs set their order cube secretly (we recommend hiding it under your other
hand). When all CEOs are ready, everyone reveals at the same time, and the orders are resolved.
The side you set faceup determines what order you take that round - either visiting a company
to try and win the employee that’s there, or Insider Trading to see where everyone else is going.

You may use the Insider Trading order if you have at least one Insider Trading token.

Visit

Insider Trading lets you interrupt the game to see what your fellow CEOs are up to, and then
you can change your order cube.

By setting your order cube so the top side matches the logo/color of a failing company, you will
send your employees to visit this location.

To activate your Insider Trading power, set your order cube so the top side is orange. When
order cubes are revealed, put one of your Insider Trading tokens back in the game box to
perform the activation. This interrupts the game, and you can now look at the order cubes of all
the other CEOs.

If you were the only CEO to visit a company, you are uncontested and you simply gain that
employee card, putting it face-up in your discard pile. You do not have to play or reveal the
cards in your hand right now if you don’t want to.
If multiple CEOs visit the same location, they will all fight for the single employee card at that
company. They will do this using their employees in hand. These CEOs play all employees in
hand at once, and add up all their greed at that location, including greed tokens.
• Whoever has the most greed wins the card, putting it faceup in their discard pile.
• All losers take 2 greed tokens from the greed pile in the middle of the table.

Tiebreaking Duel

Once you’ve taken a look at the other order cubes, set your order cube to a new side and resume
play.

Note: If multiple CEOs reveal Insider Trading, these CEOs can look at other order cubes, but
then they must all secretly set their order cube again, and reveal at the same time.
Note: If you posess two Insider Trading tokens, you may follow up your first Insider Trading
reveal with another Insider Trading.

If there is a tie for most greed at the same failing company, the tied CEOs will duel. To do this,
they flip the top card of their deck at the same time (one card at a time, just like War). Any
employee drawn adds its greed to the visit, and the employee’s effect may be used, if possible.
They continue doing this until a single CEO breaks the tie by having the most greed, that CEO
wins the employee, putting it faceup to their discard pile, and any losers take 2 greed tokens.
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End of Game
The game ends after 13 rounds. At that point, all the company decks should be empty (assuming
no mistakes were made). CEOs will then enter the “Restructuring” phase. At this point the
fiscal year is over and it’s time to lay off all your employees, just like we do every year.
Oh, you thought the money in the top right corner of an employee card was the income they
brought in? Incorrect. When you get this rich, money works a little differently.
The values in the top right tell us how much money we’re going to make when get a stimulus
package because we laid everyone off. Trust me, that’s the system working as intended.

$$

25K

Miserly Investor

Money made from
stimulus package

While in play, all your interns
get +2 greed this round.

The CEO with the most money wins! Greed tokens are worth nothing.

FAQ
I had a card like this in my hand but I forgot to
play it before the order phase. What can I do?

50K
Programmer

If you genuinely messed up, the rules still allow you
to play the employee after the order phase, but you
won’t be able to use the employee’s power. So don’t
screw up a second time.

May play before order cubes

Multiple CEOs are in a duel, and one of us
completely ran out of cards. What do we do?

are revealed to activate this

The odds of you doing this are extremely small, but
if this happens, count the number of greed you have
at that very moment. Then, shuffle all your cards in
play and place that facedown to become your new
deck. Continue the duel. Note that once you shuffle,
none of your previous card bonuses will be active.

until it lands on a location.

power: Choose a CEO. That
CEO rolls their order cube

Because greed token placement is fluid we are
deadlocked in a stalemate where we keep doing
the same circle of events and can’t reveal our order
cubes.

If any CEOs are tied, their recently-fired employees are all brought back in for an
“exit interview.” The tied CEOs must shuffle all their employees, and duel until one CEO has the
most greed. That CEO is the winner.

Our official ruling is to bribe the other player into
resolving the deadlock with real money.

Once a winner is determined, return all cards to their respective decks, and play again to
increase your knowledge of how real business works.

Should that fail, then the only solution left is to buy
a new copy of Corporate Raiders and play with a
different group.
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Thanks and credits
Corporate Raiders was influenced and inspired by
Rob Daviau - Designer of Risk: Legacy
Donald X. Vaccarino - Designer of Dominion
Christoph Reiser and Sebastian Resl - Designers of Junta: Viva el Presidente!
Westwood Studios - Creator of Command & Conquer

To anyone who has been
laid off, wrongfully fired,
or treated poorly by
someone your worked for
or volunteered for,
I made this game for you.

But let’s be honest, it was really inspired by
The Hanover Insurance Company
Pegasystems Inc.
Wayfair
Privo IT
Machinima
Comcast
Activision
Bank of America
The Home Depot
Halliburton
Donald Trump
Bobby Kotick
Electronic Arts

Corporate Raiders
was designed and created by Jaime Barriga
Art by Joe Brottman, Logo Design by Brandon Cyr
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